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‘Live’ Data Science

When all the steps in the process of analysis -- from data discovery to 
application -- are made transparent, auditable and reactive to change 
(via continuous automated integration of new data, models and 
methods) we close the gap between doing research and its effective 
and timely communication.  

Traditional media for communicating science (e.g., research journals) 
are fossilized objects that often contain errors, ambiguity and are 
disconnected from the original scientific process.  

We are developing workflows that support reactive, dependency-based 
computations to facilitate truth maintenance in the face of changes to 
both data and methods.





Meta Data Science: Some Areas of Contributions
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Packaging scientific workflows with Natural Language representations

Goals: 
• To provide a new format of publishing scientific articles that encapsulates the scientific workflow and enables 

live, up to date documentation.
• Enable reuse, reproducibility, transparency, trustworthy results, and easy deployment cross-platform.

• Components of the 
computational workflow can be 
shared to repositories to 
enable reuse.

• Data flow, tools and 
components modelled in CWL 
(Common Workflow Language)

• When any change occurs, run 
the workflow and generate new 
outputs. These outputs are 
then instantiated within the NL 
Representation. 



Example live publication • BEAST computational 
workflow 
(Bioinformatics) 
underpins this 
example. 

• If new input data is 
provided, the NL 
representation will 
reflect new workflow 
outcomes. 

• Author written 
sections will need a 
fitness rating to 
determine if a section 
needs to be re-
written upon new 
outcomes. 
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Some other highlights

• Genomic epidemiology reveals transmission patterns and dynamics 
of SARS-CoV-2 in Aotearoa New Zealand. Nature Communications 
11, 6351. doi: 10.1038/s41467-020-20235-8 , cited 68 times already

• In the last year, our team has collectively produced around 50 journal 
and conference publications.  Most of these publications are in top 
tier outlets. 



Research Bazaar 2021, with Data Science Track
SESSION REGISTRATION

Tidy data: an introduction 166

How to Make Your Publications Open Access 113

Introduction to R and RStudio 50

Resaerch computing with Rust programming language ???

Python for image manipulation and repeatable research pipelines ???

Infographics and storytelling 209

Tidyverse: key tips for existing R users ???

Introduction to R and RStudio additional session 50

Introduction to Julia 35

Machine learning in Julia 30

Machine Learning 101 156

How can Python help your research 205

Working with social media data? 93

Genomic data management: tips and tricks 51

Find, replace and manipulate big datasets 34

Introduction to geospatial tools and manipulations in R 40

Introduction to OpenRefine ???

Data analysis with Jupyter Notebooks ???

Introduction to High Performance Computing with NeSI 18

Version control for documents and code 39

An introduction to processing remote sensing data with Google Earth Engine 29

Becoming a Data Scientist OPEN

Open Source in Research 42

High performance computations with multithreading 23

Parallel programming with MPI 27

TOTAL 1410


